
HEAS Map Guide 

The HEAS Map is a Google Map with locations from papers published by HEAS members. These 
publications can be seen on our website here. The map is embedded on the HEAS website and can also 
be embedded into presentations etc. to illustrate the range of the work going on within the HEAS 
network. 

• We would like to have one site per paper. This may be expanded on once we see how the 
map looks, but in the meantime, please only choose one location. 

• We would also like to include ongoing research on another layer within the map, so please 
get in touch if you have any sites/ locations you would like to submit. 

• An easy way to share the coordinates is to use the ‘Plus Code’ 

Find & share a location’s Plus Code 

1. On your computer, open Google Maps. 
2. Click the location where you need a Plus Code. 
3. At the bottom, in the info box, click the coordinates. For example:  53.339688, -6.236688. 
4. A panel will open on your screen. 
5. To copy a location’s code, click the Plus Code . 
6. To share the location, paste the Plus Code into your email or messaging app, just as you 

would do for a traditional address. 

Find a location with a Plus Code 

To search for a location with a Plus Code: 

1. On your computer, open Google Maps. 
2. At the top, in the search box, enter the Plus Code.  

o To search a town or city you’re not currently in: Enter a Plus Code with a town or 
city name. For example: 5CR2+6Q, Wien. 

o To search a town or city you’re currently in: Enter only the 6- or 7-digit Plus Code. 
For example, if you’re in Vienna, you can directly search for 5CR2+6Q. 

o  

If you have any questions about the map and/or HEAS Publications please do not hesitate to get in 
touch with Maeve 

https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1vAmQ4fxKEcHQ3Cub-AIGtiZSjAu5tws&usp=sharing
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https://www.google.com/maps
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